is an injection for all collections {F a } and {Gβ} of free modules. An example is constructed of a commutative ring R for which the natural map
R[ls]]®R[[t\]->R[[s,t]} is not an injection.
R denotes a ring with unit, and all j£-modules are unital. All tensor products are taken over R.
We Note that condition (c) always holds when R is right noetherian, for then all finitely generated submodules of A are finitely presented.
Proof, (b) => (c): If R is finite, then it is right noetherian and 108 K. R. GOODEARL (c) holds. Thus we may assume that R is infinite.
Let /: F -> A be an epimorphism with F R free, and set K -kerf. There is a finitely generated submodule G of F such that fG = B.
We have a commutative diagram with exact rows as follows (Diagram I):
Since G is finitely generated,
x must be the image under φ of some
, h n .
G + H is contained in some finitely generated free submodule [1, Lemma 2.2] says that we can embed B in a finite direct sum Qι Θ Θ Q«ι where each Qι is a copy of the maximal quotient ring Q of R. Then B can be embedded in a direct sum B x 0 0 B n , where Bi is a finitely generated i?-submodule of Q i9 Since R is semihereditary, B will be projective provided each Bi is projective. Thus without loss of generality we may assume that B is an Rsubmodule of Q.
Since R is an essential submodule of Q, there is an essential ideal I of R such that bj ^ R for all i.
Since R is commutative, the multiplications by the elements of / induce homomorphisms of B into R. Together, these homomorphisms induce a homomorphism /: 2? -• R 1 . Q is a nonsingular iϋ-module because it has the nonsingular 22-module R as an essential submodule. Thus no nonzero element of B is annihilated by 7; i.e., f:B-+R τ is an injection. Since card (I) ^ card (R) ^ card (X), there must also be an embedding of B into R x .
Since the natural map
x is injective by (b), the corollary to Theorem 1 says that all finitely generated submodules of R x are protective. Thus B must be protective, (c)=>(a): By [1, Theorem 2.1], all finitely generated nonsingular iϋ-modules are protective. Since R R is nonsingular, ΠF a is nonsingular; thus all finitely generated submodules of ΠF a are protective. By the corollary to Theorem 1, the natural map
In particular, Theorem 2 asserts that if R is a countable commutative regular ring which is not self-injective, then the natural map R x ®R X ->R XxX is not an injection for any infinite set X. For example, let F u F 2 , be a countable sequence of copies of some countable field F; let R be the subalgebra of ΠF n generated by 1 and 0.F*. R is obviously a countable commutative regular ring. Since ΠF n is a proper essential extension of R R , R B is not injective.
If N is the set of natural numbers, then the natural map 
